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PILOT PROJECT – Sustainable Tour of the Ljubljana Marshes
The two cycling tours were planned as a pilot project within SUSTOURISMO, the European project of
the ADRION programme. The aim of the SUSTOURISMO project is to combine tourism and transport
services into an integrated tourism product, and then to bring together key stakeholders in tourism
and public passenger transport,
in order to reduce the carbon footprint of tourism and raise sustainable awareness among tourists.

The Ljubljana Marshes
There are only a few capital cities that have such a vast and special green space at their doorstep as
the Ljubljana Marshes, which you can reach by bike or even on foot. The area is not only special for
its beautiful nature, but also for its very rich history and archaeological heritage. The two cycling
tours are designed to allow you to experience all aspects of this incredible area, which is protected
as a nature park.
The Ljubljana Marshes, located in the Ljubljana Basin, cover an area of 163 km2. The Ljubljanica River
flows from several karst springs on the southern edge of the Ljubljana Marshes area. The river has cut its
riverbed several metres deep, with a descent of only about 1 metre over its entire 20 km length, which is
the reason why spring and autumn floods can cover up to half of the entire area of the Marshes. Floods
are an annual phenomenon, and one of the main features of this part of Slovenia.
Cycling takes place mainly on flat terrain, but the route can be enriched by climbing one of the
hills surrounding the southern edge of the Marshes. There are countless paths through meadows,
fields and forests, but they often lead only to privately owned meadows, or are blocked by one of the
many canals built over the Marshes to make use of the land and to control flooding.
The area also serves as a nesting site for 100 bird species, which is half of all the bird species in
Slovenia. But the number of birds that stay in the Marshes through winter or stop here on their way
to warmer places is even higher. Their diversity and high numbers are mainly the result of wet and
damp meadows that have not yet been converted into fertile fields, and are still maintained by their
owners using traditional, extensive farming methods, with late mowing and without fertilisers.
Wetlands like the Ljubljana Marshes are invaluable ecosystems. Although the Marshes are a flood zone,
they can protect Ljubljana from flooding – peat and peat moss can accumulate a lot of water and act
like a giant sponge, protecting the capital from the influx of water. This is how the Marshes can
withstand extreme weather conditions. For example, when it rains heavily, the soil stores water and
releases it during a drought, cooling the surrounding area. It provides a huge supply of drinking
water, and serves as a natural anti-pollution plant to remove many harmful substances that people
release into the environment. In addition, wetlands generate large amounts of green fodder, which
absorbs the greenhouse gas carbon dioxide from the atmosphere, and releases oxygen. The Ljubljana
Marshes are home to many remnants of the cultures that have inhabited the area over thousands of
years. In April 2002, archaeologists found the remains of a two-wheeled wooden cart between 5100
and 5350 years old. This is so far the oldest wheel ever found in Europe or anywhere in the world.
The wheel is on display at the Ljubljana City Museum.
The Ljubljanica River was once used as a waterway. This is best illustrated by the famous discovery
of a Roman cargo ship, excavated in 1890, on the Kozlar estate near the village of Črna Vas. The
cargo ship had a flat-bottomed hull, suitable for navigating in shallow waters.

The area was once covered by a shallow lake, which has turned into a swamp over thousands of
years. The first farmers arrived in the area around 6500 years ago. Small settlements were built on
the floodplains surrounding the lake – today they are called pile-dwelling settlements. In 1875, the
first pile-dwelling settlement was discovered near the town of Ig. Today, there are about 40 known
sites where pile-dwellers lived in prehistoric times. The remains of two settlements near the town of
Ig were added to the UNESCO World Heritage List in 2011. The artefacts discovered, ranging from
various prehistoric periods to the modern era, especially the sites with rich finds, show that the
Ljubljanica River had a cult significance in prehistoric and later times of Slavic settlements.

Long Cycling Tour – To the sources of the Ljubljanica River and along the
southern slopes of the Ljubljana Marshes
The longer, presumably all-day cycling tour (including a train ride and sightseeing) is designed in two
versions (A and B), or with two possible starting points for cycling, Logatec or Borovnica. Version
(A), starting in Logatec, offers a bit more cycling – the extra kilometres are mainly accumulated on
the downhill path towards Vrhnika – as well as a visit to the area of the Ljubljanica springs and the
museum in Vrhnika. Version (B), with the starting point in Borovnica, shortens the longer tour
slightly; from the railway station in Borovnica, it heads to the Technical Museum in Bistra, then
circles back to Borovnica and continues on the same or common route as the longer version (A).
In addition to the basic route from Logatec (Borovnica) to Škofljica, the longer cycling tour
includes three additional, optional sections with different cycling and content attractions,
which the user can take advantage of to complement and enrich his/her day:
1. cycling to the Pekel Gorge (possibly in combination with a walking trip to the Gorge)
2. cycling (or walking) up to the viewpoint at the Church of St. Anne above Podpeč
3. cycling trip to the Iški Vintgar Gorge (possibly in combination with a walking trip along the Iška River)

Long cycling tour (version A and B) with additions

Points of interest on the long cycling tour
1. STAMPETTA BRIDGE
2. RETOVJE SPRINGS – THE SPRINGS OF THE BIG LJUBLJANICA RIVER (“VELIKA LJUBLJANICA”)
3. MOČILNIK SPRINGS – THE SPRINGS OF THE LITTLE LJUBLJANICA RIVER (“MALA LJUBLJANICA”)
4. THE LJUBLJANICA RIVER (Exhibition)
5. TECHNICAL MUSEUM OF SLOVENIA
6. BOROVNICA VIADUCT
7. RAILWAY GUARDHOUSE NO. 666
8. THE PEKEL GORGE
9. GORIŠKI MAH
10. CHURCH OF ST. ANNE
11. PODPEČ QUARRY
12. LAKE PODPEČ
13. CHURCH OF ST. LAWRENCE
14. PARISH CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF THE ROSARY
15. STRAHOMER POND
16. BENKO SAWMILL ON THE IŠKA RIVER
17. THE IŠKI VINTGAR GORGE
18. CHURCH OF ST. MICHAEL, IŠKA VAS
19. STARI DEDEC (THE OLD MAN) NEAR IG
20. PONDS IN THE VALLEY OF DRAGA PRI IGU (+ Draga Forest Learning Trail)

21. PILE-DWELLING SETTLEMENTS (UNESCO)

Catering selection on the long cycling tour


The Stara Kašča Inn, https://stara-kasca.si/



Boter Restaurant and Pizzeria, https://gostilna-boter.si/



Restaurant and hotel Bistra, https://www.b-bistra.si/




Pekel Inn, http://www.pekel.si/
Pri Mari Inn, http://gostilna-primari.si/




Pri Kosirju Inn, http://www.prikosirju.si/
Grebenčeva klet Pizzeria and pub, https://www.grebencevaklet.si/



Jezero Inn, http://www.gostilnica-jezero.si/




Iški vintgar Guesthouse, http://www.iski-vintgar.si/
Ulčar Inn, https://gostilna-ulcar.si/




Strah Inn, http://www.gostilna-strah.si/
Petkovšek Inn, https://gostilna-petkovsek.si/




Arkada Pizzeria, http://www.picerija-arkada.si/
“Pri Špančku” Inn, https://gostilna-pri-spancku.business.site/

Options for the long cycling tour
A: To the sources of the Ljubljanica River and along the southern slopes of the Ljubljana Marshes
Train: Ljubljana – Logatec (~35–30 mins)
Cycling: Logatec – Vrhnika – Bistra – Borovnica – Podpeč – Tomišelj – Strahomer – Iška Vas –
Staje – Ig – Pijava Gorica – Ižanske Toplice – Škofljica (5–6 h)
•
Length: 54 km
•
Total ascent/descent: 180/360 m
•
Difficulty: easy to moderate
•
Duration: 5–6 h
•
Suitable for: trekking or gravel bike
•
Surface: 73% tarmac, 27% gravel
Train: Škofljica – Ljubljana (~15 mins)

B: To Borovnica and along the southern slopes of the Ljubljana Marshes
Train: Ljubljana – Borovnica (~20 mins)
Cycling: Borovnica – Bistra – Borovnica – Podpeč – Tomišelj – Strahomer – Iška Vas – Staje – Ig –
Pijava Gorica – Ižanske Toplice – Škofljica (4–5 h)
 Length: 45.9 km
 Total ascent/descent: 110/120 m

Difficulty: easy to moderate
 Duration: 4–5 h
 Suitable for: trekking or gravel bike
 Surface: 74% tarmac, 26% gravel
Train: Škofljica – Ljubljana (~15 mins)

Optional (1): Borovnica – Pekel Gorge – Borovnica


Length: 9.2 km



Total ascent/descent: 80/80 m




Difficulty: easy to moderate
Duration: 1 h




Suitable for: trekking or gravel bike
Surface: 100% tarmac

Optional (2): Podpeč – Sv. Ana – Podpeč


Length: 4.9 km



Total ascent/descent: 160/160 m




Difficulty: medium to difficult
Duration: 1.5 h




Suitable for: trekking or gravel bike
Surface: 57% tarmac, 43% gravel

Optional (3): Iška Vas – Iški Vintgar – Iška Vas


Length: 7.5 km



Total ascent/descent: 40/40 m




Difficulty: easy to moderate
Duration: 1 h




Suitable for: trekking or gravel bike
Surface: 100% tarmac

Itinerary of the long cycling tour – To the sources of the Ljubljanica
River and along the southern slopes of the Ljubljana Marshes
The long Ljubljana Marshes Tour is a cycling treat for lovers of nature and hidden corners not far from
the capital. The basic route runs along the entire southern edge of the Marshes, and is 46 or 54 km
long (depending on the starting point), with additional kilometres accumulated by visiting
interesting gorges or viewpoints along the way. In the spirit of sustainable mobility, cycling is
combined with the train, as the Green Explorers take the train to their starting point, and then
return to the capital.
The start of both versions (A and B) of the long Ljubljana Marshes Tour could not be more relaxing –
cyclists take the train from Ljubljana in the direction of the Slovene Littoral, to Borovnica or Logatec.
If they choose version (A) and the more distant starting point in Logatec, they can first have a bite to
eat at an excellent local pastry parlour after getting off the train, then pedal along the old gravel
road towards Vrhnika, under the intriguing Stampetta Bridge, and descend leisurely to the springs of
the Ljubljanica River. Because of its extensive karst hinterland, and therefore numerous
subterranean rivers and springs, the river is also known as the River of Seven Names. The trail first
passes the Little Spring (“Malo okence”) and the Big Spring (“Veliko okence”), and then the most
famous spring, Močilnik (there is a walking trail around the larger spring). Before entering the
Ljubljana Marshes Nature Park, you can visit the Ljubljanica River Exhibition, entirely dedicated to
the Ljubljanica River, at the Vrhnika Nature Centre. The route to the largest museum in Slovenia –
the Technical Museum in Bistra – then passes a number of inns, where you can have a bite to eat
before continuing on your way to Borovnica. There, you will find the remains of the Borovnica
Viaduct, once the largest stone bridge in Europe.
Optional (1): Passing the Borovnica Viaduct, you can optionally continue by bicycle to the entrance
of the Pekel Gorge (a 9 km round trip), with its many waterfalls and rapids, along which there is a
signposted and protected footpath, the last part of which also offers a more adrenaline-fuelled
approach (steel cables, ladders and hooks).
If you choose a closer starting point and exit the train one stop earlier in Borovnica, there is a slightly
different version (B) of the start of the longer Marshes Tour, which first offers an introductory
route to the Technical Museum in Bistra, and then a return through the picturesque marshes paths
to Borovnica. From there on, the two versions of the longer tour merge and continue together
towards Podpeč (or first to the Pekel Gorge as an optional visit).
On the way to Podpeč, take a break near the village of Goričica pod Krimom, where you will have a view
of the best-preserved raised bog – Goriški mah. The trail continues past the Podpeč quarry, whose
marble also adorns the staircase of the National and University Library in Ljubljana.
Optional (2): Additionally, just before Podpeč, you can take a sharp right turn uphill, and head to the
viewpoint at the Church of St. Anne above the old Podpeč quarry. A short, but quite challenging
climb towards the end, suitable for experienced cyclists (a 5 km round trip and 160 m of ascent and
descent, with a steep and rubbly surface at the end), will reward you with a breathtaking view of the
entire Ljubljana Marshes.
The main route then leads to one of the deepest natural lakes in Slovenia, Lake Podpeč. From
there, you can also walk to the Church of St. Anne, or stop for a refreshing dip in the water and
spoil yourself in the nearby restaurant. A little further along the road, you will be greeted by the
Church of St. Lawrence on the left, which, with its position on a secluded hill, is one of the most
photogenic spots in the Marshes. Before Tomišelj, you can also visit the water springs called
Barjanska Okna (Barjanska Windows), which are used to determine the quantity and quality of the
groundwater. On the 2 km long Barjanska Okna Trail, don't miss the most famous spring
Strahomersko okno (Strahomer “Window”), with its viewing platform and information boards. A
little way off the road towards Iška Vas, you can follow a gravel road to another water attraction, the

Strahomer Pond, popular among fishermen.

Optional (3): In the village of Iška Vas, you can optionally continue on the cycle path past the Benko
Sawmill (“Benkotove žage”), the only one still operating on the Iška River, towards the Iški Vintgar
Gorge (an 8 km round trip), a popular excursion point to get away from the hustle and bustle of the
city and the heat. For the bravest, make sure you leave enough time to jump into the fresh Iška
River.
From the pleasant coolness of the green gorge, the main route continues through Iška Vas and on
to the settlement of Staje pri Igu, where an interesting tomb inscription from Roman times, carved
into the rock and called "Stari dedec" (The Old Man in English) by the locals, is not to be
overlooked. From here, you ride past Ig to the Ribniki Nature Reserve in the Draga Valley, just one
kilometre from the road. With a bit of luck, you might catch a glimpse of our only native tortoise,
the endangered European pond turtle, near one of the seven fishponds. You can find even more
interesting facts about the animal and plant world on the 3 km-long Forest Nature Trail in the Draga
Valley above the fishponds. Continue to Pijava Gorica, from where the trail leads to the area of piledwelling settlements on the former shallow lake or, later, swamp. More than 40 sites of pile-dwelling
settlements have been discovered so far, and two groups with the remains of settlements have been
added to the UNESCO World Heritage List. In 2021, we celebrate the 10th anniversary of its inclusion on
the list.
The end of the route takes the cyclists across fields to Škofljica, where there is also a varied culinary
offer along the Dolenjska Cesta Road. Return to Ljubljana by train from Škofljica railway station to
Ljubljana Central railway station.

Short Cycling Tour – From the city to the heart of the Ljubljana Marshes
This short, half-day cycling tour (including a boat and/or train ride and sightseeing) is also
designed in two versions (A and B). Version (A) offers cycling in combination with train
transport – cycling from the city centre to the heart of the Ljubljana Marshes, along its southeastern slopes to Škofljica, and then returning by train to the centre of Ljubljana. Version (B)
offers cycling in combination with the train (return from Notranje Gorice) or with an
experience on a tourist boat, which can serve as a return from Podpeč to Ljubljana, as an initial
transfer to the Trnulja estate, as a return from the Trnulja estate, or the user can simply
choose to cycle back to the starting point. Variants and combinations depend on the
preliminary organisation and arrangement of the tour, which, with the use of a shared boat, is
expected to involve larger groups of cyclists (min. 5) and is feasible for guided cycling tours.
The following are the two basic combinations, which include cycling from the centre of
Ljubljana to Tomišelj and Škofljica, and returning to Ljubljana by train, or cycling from the
centre of Ljubljana to Podpeč, and returning to Ljubljana by tourist boat.
In addition to the two basic routes (A) and (B), the short cycling tour includes two additional,
optional sections with different cycling and content attractions, which the user can take advantage
of to complete and diversify his/her day as he/she wishes:
1. cycling trip to the Iški Vintgar Gorge (version A, possibly in combination with a walking trip along the
Iška river),
2. cycling (or walking) up to the viewpoint at the Church of St. Anne above Podpeč (version B).

Short cycling tour (version A and B) with additions

Points of interest on the short cycling tour (A and B)
1. BOTANICAL GARDEN OF THE UNIVERSITY OF LJUBLJANA
2. TRAIL OF REMEMBRANCE AND COMRADESHIP (PST K8)
3. CHURCH OF ST. MICHAEL IN THE MARSHES
4. KOSLER FOREST
5. PARISH CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF THE ROSARY
6. THE CORN CRAKE LEARNING TRAIL + IŠKI MOROST
7. THE BARJANSKA OKNA TRAIL– STRAHOMERSKO OKNO (STRAHOMER “WINDOW”)
8. CHURCH OF ST. LAWRENCE
9. LAKE PODPEČ
10. PODPEČ QUARRY
11. CHURCH OF ST. ANNE
12. PUBLIC INSTITUTE LJUBLJANA MARSHES NATURE PARK
13. SNAKE'S HEAD FRITILLARY
14. STRAHOMER POND
15. BENKO SAWMILL ON THE IŠKA RIVER
16. IŠKI VINTGAR GORGE
17. THE CHURCH OF ST. MICHAEL, IŠKA VAS
18. STARI DEDEC (THE OLD MAN) NEAR IG
19. PONDS IN THE VALLEY OF DRAGA PRI IGU (+ Draga Forest Learning Trail)
20. PILE-DWELLING SETTLEMENTS (UNESCO)

Catering selection on the short cycling tour (A and B)


Kitajski zmaj Restaurant, http://www.kitajski-zmaj.si/







Trnulja Bio restaurant, http://www.trnulja.si
Mars Inn and Pizzeria, http://www.gostilna-mars.si/
Jezero Inn, http://www.gostilnica-jezero.si/
Grebenčeva klet Pizzeria and pub, https://www.grebencevaklet.si/
Iški vintgar Guesthouse, http://www.iski-vintgar.si/




Ulčar Inn, https://gostilna-ulcar.si/
Strah Inn, http://www.gostilna-strah.si/




Petkovšek Inn, https://gostilna-petkovsek.si/
Arkada Pizzeria, http://www.picerija-arkada.si/



“Pri Špančku” Inn, https://gostilna-pri-spancku.business.site/

Short cycle tour options
OPTION A: From the city centre to the heart of the Ljubljana Marshes
Cycling: Ljubljana – Črna Vas – Brest – Tomišelj – Strahomer – Iška Vas – Staje – Ig – Pijava Gorica –
Ižanske Toplice – Škofljica (4–5 h)
 Length: 41.1 km






Total ascent/descent: 110/120 m
Difficulty: easy to moderate
Duration: 4–5 h
Suitable for: trekking or gravel bike
Surface: 56% tarmac, 44% gravel

Train: Škofljica – Ljubljana

Optional (1): Iška Vas – Iški Vintgar – Iška Vas


Length: 7.5 km



Total ascent/descent: 40/40 m




Difficulty: easy to moderate
Duration: 1 h




Suitable for: trekking or gravel bike
Surface: 100% tarmac

OPTION B: From the city centre to the heart of the Ljubljana Marshes
Cycling: Ljubljana – Črna Vas – Brest – Tomišelj – Podkraj – Jezero – Podpeč – Notranje Gorice –
Podpeč (3–4 h)
 Length: 27.8 km
 Total ascent/descent: 50/50 m
 Difficulty: easy
 Duration: 3–4 h
 Suitable for: trekking or gravel bike
 Surface: 52% tarmac, 45% gravel
Boat: Podpeč – Ljubljana / Train: Notranje Gorice – Ljubljana

Optional (2): Podpeč – Sv. Ana – Podpeč



Length: 6.7 km
Total ascent/descent: 170/170 m




Difficulty: medium to difficult
Duration: 1.5 h




Suitable for: trekking or gravel bike
Surface: 68% tarmac, 32% gravel

Itinerary of the short cycling tour – From the city centre to the heart of
the Ljubljana Marshes
The Short Ljubljana Marshes Tour is a unique combination of the natural beauty of the Ljubljana
Marshes and a little bit of the hustle and bustle of the capital city. In the spirit of sustainable
mobility, cycling in combination with a train or boat offers many attractions along the way. It is 28
km and 41 km long in two versions, both of which impress with their diverse terrain and views of
the varied landscape.
Both versions of the route (A and B) start in the rhythm of the city's pulse, right on Prešeren Square,
overlooking the Triple Bridge, Ljubljana Castle and the lively streets of the green capital. The cyclists
ride past the Town Hall, along the cobbled streets below the castle, and across the Cobblers' Bridge
along the Ljubljanica River and the Trnovski Pristan Embankment, all the way to the Botanical
Garden. Native and tropical plant lovers will be in for a treat, as the garden boasts more than 4,500
different species. Part of the route to the Ljubljana Marshes is also along the Trail of Remembrance
and Comradeship (PST KT8), a special and internationally recognised route along the barbed wire
route that encircled the city during World War II.

The cyclists are first greeted on the marshes by the historical Church of St. Michael, designed by architect
Jože Plečnik, which, due to the marshy ground, stands on as many as 347 wooden piles. A little further
along the trail is the largest remnant of the raised bog, the Kosler Forest Nature Reserve (Slov. Koslerjev
Gozd). The gravel road leads to another nature reserve – Iški Morost. It is made up of wet meadows that
are home to almost 200 different species of butterflies and birds. Birdwatchers will also find an
observatory on the Corn Crake Learning Trail, where, with a bit of luck, they can catch a glimpse of the
corn crake, a rare and endangered bird species.

At the end of the gravel path, you can also see the water springs called the Barjanska okna, which are
used to determine the quantity and quality of the groundwater. On the 2 km-long Barjanska Okna
Learning Trail, don't miss the most famous Strahomer "Window", with its viewing platform and
information boards.
After the junction with the asphalt road in Podkraj, the two versions of the short cycling tour diverge.
The longer of the two, version (A), heads left towards Tomišelj. A little off the trail in the direction of
Iška Vas, you can follow a gravel road to another water attraction, the Strahomer pond, popular
among fishermen.
Optional (1): In the village of Iška Vas, you can optionally continue on the cycle path past the Benko
Sawmill, the only one still operating on the Iška River, towards the Iški Vintgar Gorge (a 8 km round
trip), a popular excursion point to get away from the hustle and bustle of the city and the heat. For
the bravest, make sure you leave enough time to jump into the fresh Iška River.

From the pleasant coolness of the green gorge, the main route continues through Iška Vas and on
to the settlement of Staje pri Igu, where an interesting tomb inscription from Roman times, carved
into the rock and called "Stari dedec" (The Old Man in English) by the locals, is not to be
overlooked. From here, you ride past Ig to the Ribniki Nature Reserve in the Draga Valley, just one
kilometre from the road. With a bit of luck, you might catch a glimpse of our only native tortoise,
the endangered European pond turtle, near one of the seven fishponds. You can find even more
interesting facts about the animal and plant world on the 3 km-long Forest Nature Trail in the Draga
Valley above the fishponds. Continue to Pijava Gorica, from where the trail leads to the area of piledwelling settlements on the former shallow lake or, later, swamp. More than 40 sites of pile-dwelling
settlements have been discovered so far, and two groups with the remains of settlements have been
added to the UNESCO World Heritage List. In 2021, we celebrate the 10th anniversary of its inclusion on
the list.
The end of the route takes the cyclists across fields to Škofljica, where there is also a varied culinary
offer along the Dolenjska Cesta Road. Return to Ljubljana by train from Škofljica railway station to
Ljubljana Central railway station.

Version (B) from Podkraj continues to the right, towards Podpeč. A little further on, at the village of
Jezero, you will be greeted in the distance on the right by the Church of St. Lawrence, which, with its
position on a secluded hill, represents one of the most photogenic spots in the Marshes. The route
then leads to one of the deepest natural lakes in Slovenia, Lake Podpeč, from where you can walk to
the viewpoint of the Church of St. Anne, or stop for a refreshing dip in the water and indulge
yourself at a nearby restaurant. The trail continues past the Podpeč quarry, whose marble also
adorns the staircase of the National and University Library in Ljubljana.
Optional (2): From the roundabout in the centre of Podpeč, you can go to the viewpoint at the
Church of St. Anne, above the old Podpeč quarry. A short, but quite challenging climb towards the
end, suitable for experienced cyclists (a 7 km round trip and 170 m of ascent and descent, with a
steep and rubbly surface at the end), will reward you with a breathtaking view of the entire Ljubljana
Marshes.

A short circular route follows through Notranje Gorice, home to the Public Institute Ljubljana
Marshes Nature Park. It manages a 135 km2 protected area under Natura 2000, with 9 natural and 7
cultural monuments, and 6 reserves.
On the way back to Podpeč, the Green Explorers will have only a relaxing boat ride to Trnovski
Pristan Embankment left. The route can also be adapted by first taking a boat from Ljubljana (from
Špica) to the Trnulja Estate, followed by cycling along the route described above, and then returning
by boat to the Trnovski Pristan Embankment.

Descriptions of Points of Interest (POIs) along the two designed cycling
routes with additional options
STAMPETTA BRIDGE
The Stampetta Bridge is a railway viaduct on the railway line between Vrhnika and Logatec. It was
the first brick and stone structure built in 1857 as part of the Austrian Southern Railway. The bridge
was badly damaged during the World War II, repaired in the years immediately after the war, and
extensively rebuilt in 2000. Today, the viaduct also spans 155 m over the motorway link from
Ljubljana to Koper.
LJUBLJANICA SPRINGS
The Ljubljanica River rises near Vrhnika and Verd, where it is fed by subterranean rivers from the extensive
karst hinterland. It is known as the river of seven names, as the waters of the karst Ljubljanica River
appear as subterranean rivers with different names at the bottom of karst fields: Trbuhovica, Obrh,
Stržen, Rak, Pivka, Unica, and finally Ljubljanica.
RETOVJE SPRINGS – THE SPRINGS OF THE BIG LJUBLJANICA RIVER (“VELIKA LJUBLJANICA”)
The Retovje Springs, a valley of subterranean rivers, was formed by the gradual collapse of the
ceilings of karst caves. Here is the spring of the Big Ljubljanica River, which has several springs, the
best known and most powerful of which are the Malo Okence (Little Spring) and Veliko Okence
(Big Spring). After about one kilometre from its springs, the Big Ljubljanica River joins the Little
Ljubljanica River, and flows onwards from the confluence under the better-known name of the
Ljubljanica River.
MOČILNIK – THE SPRING OF THE LITTLE LJUBLJANICA RIVER (“MALA LJUBLJANICA”)
In Močilnik, the most famous spring of the Ljubljanica River, the waters that sink in the Logatec Karst
Field and Planina Polje resurface. The Big and Little Močilnik Springs feed the Little Ljubljanica River,
which flows about one kilometre, and then flows into the Big Ljubljanica River. The Devil's Crags
(Hudičeve skale) in the Big Močilnik valley used to be popular with climbers, but today there is a small but
well-established climbing area at Retovje pri Verdu. There is a footpath around the Big Močilnik Spring
and a tarmac road past the Little Močilnik Spring.
LJUBLJANICA RIVER (exhibition)
The Cultural Centre in Vrhnika hosts the permanent exhibition - Ljubljanica River Exhibition
(http://mojaljubljanica.si), which is dedicated to the rich and varied heritage of the Ljubljanica River. It
offers more than 400 historical objects, the oldest of which are up to 11,000 years old. The exhibition
illustrates the three worlds shaped by the river: the "world below" (the underwater and underground
worlds, the unknown), the "world on the surface" (transmission level, water flow) and the "world above"
(by the river, the world of the known). Note: the exhibition is scheduled to move to Ljubljana at the end
of 2021.
TECHNICAL MUSEUM OF SLOVENIA
The Technical Museum in Bistra is the largest museum in Slovenia. Its purpose is to collect, protect
and continue Slovenia's technical heritage. The museum houses rich natural history and technical
collections, including the oldest preserved car in Slovenia, Tito's cars, and numerous workshops
which, in addition to the permanent exhibitions, can enrich the visitor's visit to the museum.

BOROVNICA VIADUCT
For several decades, the Borovnica Viaduct was considered the largest stone bridge in Europe. The first
trains passed over this railway bridge, which was part of the Trieste-Ljubljana-Vienna line, as far back as
1856. During the World War II, the viaduct was severely damaged and gradually demolished by 1950.
Today, a pillar in the middle of the village remains as a reminder of this mighty viaduct.

RAILWAY GUARDHOUSE NO. 666
Railway Guardhouse No. 666 is the last guardhouse of its kind to survive in its original form, and
therefore has the status of a cultural monument of local importance. It was built in 1857 along
the Vienna-Trieste Southern Railway, in the immediate vicinity of the Borovnica Viaduct.
PEKEL GORGE
The Pekel Gorge was formed by the flowing Otavščica River. There is a protected and marked trail
through the gorge, which is suitable for all hikers (footbridges) up to the third waterfall, but
requires a little more experience after that – the climb is aided by steel cables, steps, ladders and
hooks. The Pekel Gorge boasts of having numerous rapids and waterfalls, the highest of which is
nearly 22 m high. The gorge is particularly famous for its five waterfalls, which freeze in winter and
are a popular spot for ice climbers.
GORIŠKI MAH
Goriški Mah is the largest and best-preserved high marsh in the Ljubljana Marshes. It is located near
the village of Goričica pod Krimom, and is a nice stop for cyclists. In the autumn months, the purplecoloured meadows of common heather attract attention.
CHURCH OF ST. ANNE
The Church of St. Anne stands on a steep slope above the old Podpeč quarry. The hill, which acts as
a huge pier above the Marshes, offers an incredible view of the entire Ljubljana Marshes
from Škofljica to Vrhnika from the church platform. The Church of St. Anne has stood in its present
form since the end of the 16th century, when it was built on the foundations of an old Gothic
church. The climb to St Anne is short and easy. The last part of the route is a gravel road which is
quite steep towards the top, so this part of the climb is for more experienced cyclists who can ride
the whole way.
PODPEČ QUARRY
In the village of Podpeč, there is a quarry which was already used by the Romans. The white shells of
fossil mussels made of dark grey limestone are a decorative combination that persuaded the Romans
to deepen the Ljubljanica riverbed and divert it past the Podpeč quarry. The stone from Podpeč was
transported by boat to Emona, and used to decorate the most important buildings in the city. This
continued for centuries, leading many local people to become respected master stonemasons. The
staircase of the National and University Library in Ljubljana, designed by Jože Plečnik, shows the
Podpeč marble at its best. Today, the quarry is protected as a natural treasure, with only minor
excavations allowed for the restoration of old buildings.

LAKE PODPEČ
One of the deepest natural lakes in Slovenia, Lake Podpeč (Jezero pri Podpeči), is located next to the
village of Jezero. The distinctive feature of the lake is its funnel-shaped underground outflow, with a
deep abyss which has so far been explored to a depth of 51 m. It is a popular refreshment spot in
summer and attracts many fishermen, especially in spring and autumn. It is also an excellent starting
point for hiking – there is a walking trail from the lake to the Church of St. Anne.
CHURCH OF ST. LAWRENCE
The Church of St. Lawrence is situated on a secluded hill, not far from the village of Jezero. The
former Gothic church, which was later Baroque-style, offers a beautiful view of the nearby
marshes, and in good weather and clear visibility, the view reaches all the way to the Kamnik–
Savinja Alps. Its location on a marsh inselberg is undoubtedly one of the most photogenic spots in
the Ljubljana Marshes.
PARISH CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF THE ROSARY
The Parish Church of Our Lady of the Rosary in Tomišelj pod Krimom is visible from almost all parts
of the Ljubljana Marshes. The present Baroque church with two side chapels and two bell towers
was built on the site of the former church, which was mentioned as early as 1526. For more than
400 years, the Feast of Our Lady of the Rosary has been celebrated every October, instituted by
Pope Pius V, who attributed the victory over the Turks in 1571 at Lepanto in Greece to the
protection of the Virgin Mary.
STRAHOMER POND
A little off the trail, you can follow gravel roads to Strahomer Pond. It is surrounded by forests
inhabited by brown bears. It is a popular fishing spot, but beware: fishing is only allowed in a catchand-release manner. Known for its beautiful nature and healthy fish, the pond is also a favourite
fishing spot for many statesmen and diplomats.
BENKO SAWMILL ON THE IŠKA RIVER
The Benko Sawmill on the Iška River is a typical Venetian sawmill with a single saw blade. This type of
water-powered saw, invented by Leonardo da Vinci in 1480, is known for the direct connection between
the drive and the sawing mechanism. The Benko Sawmill is located along the millstream, an artificial
channel along the main channel of the Iška River. Due to the significantly lower gradient of the river at
the village of Iška, than in its upper reaches, a special element was built into the sawmill – a paddleshaped waterwheel. It was designed to take advantage of the low water fall, which gives the sawmill its
special significance. The Benko Sawmill is the only sawmill still in operation on the Iška River. It works for
its own needs, introducing visitors to the sawmill industry.
IŠKI VINTGAR GORGE
Iški Vintgar is a 300–400 metre deep gorge above the Iška River, and the sharpest natural demarcation
between two Slovenian regions (Notranjska and Dolenjska). It is a popular day-trip destination for
climbing, walking and hiking, and in summer it is a popular relaxation spot where visitors can escape the
heat of the city. The Iški Vintgar Gorge offers several points of interest worth visiting. For example, the
old Krvavice partisan hospital (one of the first in Slovenia) is located above the gorge,while the
uniqueness and grandeur of nature is represented by the Rock Man (Skalni mož) and the Hollow Stone
(Votli kamen).

CHURCH OF ST. MICHAEL, IŠKA VAS
The Church of St. Michael was built in the 12th and 13th centuries on the site of a former Roman
burial ground. Roman tombstones were built into the church walls (both as building material and as
decoration). The church is decorated with numerous late medieval frescoes in different styles, and
a museum collection of Roman tombstones.
STARI DEDEC (THE OLD MAN) NEAR IG
In the settlement of Staje pri Igu, visitors can admire one of the most special sights from
Roman times – a tomb inscription carved into a rock, called "The Old Man" by the locals.
Archaeologists have found more than 120 Roman tombstones, cremation burials, and early
Christian oil lamps in the area of Ig. The Roman fortifications that stood here were part of the
Roman defensive line in the 3rd and 4th centuries, during the Roman Empire. In the 7th and 8th
centuries, the wall was the dividing line of the Slavic settlements.
PONDS IN THE VALLEY OF DRAGA PRI IGU (+ Draga Forest Learning Trail)
In Draga pri Igu, visitors can explore the "Ponds in the Draga Valley" nature reserve. The seven reed
ponds that surround the shores provide excellent habitat for marsh birds, which nest, feed, stay
through winter or stop here on their migratory routes. The highly endangered European pond
turtle, which is also the only native turtle in the country, can also be found here. The Draga Forest
Learning Trail climbs up into the hills above the ponds. The 3-km-long trail, marked by white
waterlily symbols, has many information boards with descriptions of the tree species along the trail.

PILE-DWELLING SETTLEMENTS (UNESCO)
The area was once covered by a shallow lake, which has turned into a swamp over thousands of
years. The first farmers arrived in the area around 6500 years ago. Small settlements were built on
the floodplains surrounding the lake – today they are called pile-dwelling settlements. In 1875, the
first pile-dwelling settlement was discovered near the town of Ig. So far, more than 40 sites of piledwelling settlements have been discovered in the area of the Ljubljana Marshes, dating back to the
period between the middle of the fifth and the middle of the second millennium BC. Two groups of
pile-dwelling settlements around Ig, where the remains of nine settlements have been found, have
been included on the UNESCO World Heritage List. With intermittent interruptions, the inhabitants
of pile-dwelling settlements in the Ljubljana Marshes remained for about 3000 years. Interesting
fact: 2021 marks 10 years since the Ljubljana Marshes were included on the UNESCO World Heritage
List as part of the Prehistoric pile-dwelling settlements around the Alps, 111 sites in Germany,
Austria, France, Italy, Slovenia and Switzerland.
BOTANICAL GARDEN OF THE UNIVERSITY OF LJUBLJANA
The Botanical Garden is the oldest cultural, academic and educational institution, continuously
operating since 1810. It is home to more than 4500 species of plants, more than a third of which are
indigenous to Slovenia. Visitors can also see a large tropical greenhouse with more than 380 tropical
plant species.
TRAIL OF REMEMBRANCE AND COMRADESHIP (PST KT8)
The Trail of Remembrance and Comradeship is a circular recreational trail around Ljubljana,
following a 32.5 km long barbed wire route that encircled the city during World War II. It is also
called the "Green Ring of Ljubljana", because it is surrounded by 7500 trees of almost 50 different
species. It is one of the most special routes in the world, and is also recognised as a historic
monument of designed nature.
CHURCH OF ST. MICHAEL IN THE MARSHES
The Church of St. Michael is one of the most original sacral buildings of the 20th century, and a
UNESCO World Heritage Site. It was built in 1937-1939 to designs by architect Jože Plečnik. Due to
the marshy ground, it stands on 347 wooden piles, and the church nave is accessed by a bridge. The
interior of the church can be visited by appointment.
KOSLER FOREST
The Kosler Forest (also Kozler's Forest or Kozler's Thicket) is the largest forested remnant of the
raised bog. Its uniqueness and its special ecosystem have led to it being declared a nature reserve.
In the past, it was part of the estate of the noble Kozler family, after which it was named. The most
famous member of this family, Peter Kozler, is the author of the first map of Slovenian land.
CORN CRAKE LEARNING TRAIL + IŠKI MOROST
The Iški Morost Nature Reserve covers almost 64 hectares in the floodplain of the Ljubljana
Marshes. It is dedicated to the conservation of the unique natural environment of wet meadows
inhabited by 89 species of colourful butterflies and 100 different species of birds, which is half of all
the bird species in Slovenia. The nature reserve is surrounded by the Corn Crake Learning Trail,
named after the corn crake – a rare, endangered bird species. In addition to the information boards,
the trail also features an observatory for amateur birdwatchers.

BARJANSKA OKNA TRAIL – STRAHOMERSKO OKNO (STRAHOMER "WINDOW")
The Barjanska Okna are springs of water at the boundary between the Ljubljana Marshes, the gravel
deposits of the Iška River, and the Iška alluvial fan. They can be used to determine the quantity and
quality of the groundwater. The Barjanska Okna Trail is about 2 km long, and runs between Podkraj and
Lipe. Next to the most famous Strahomer "Window" is an observation platform with information boards
and jigsaw puzzles that provide visitors with interesting information about the "windows" of the marshes.
More than 50 "windows" have been recorded. The largest of these is Retje, with a diameter of 20 m2.
PUBLIC INSTITUTE LJUBLJANA MARSHES NATURE PARK
The administrator of the Ljubljana Marshes Nature Park, the Public Institute Ljubljana Marshes
Nature Park , is based in Notranje Gorice (https://www.ljubljanskobarje.si/). The Institute works to
maintain the balance between exploitation and conservation in this 135 km2 protected area. Since
2004 the Ljubljana Marshes are included in Natura 2000, and are enriched by 9 natural
monuments, 6 nature reserves, 5 cultural monuments of national importance and 2 cultural
monuments of local importance.
SNAKE'S HEAD FRITILLARY
The snake's head fritillary, in its crimson red colour, blooms in early spring. It only grows on very moist
sites – in Slovenia, it can only be found in the Ljubljana Marshes, the Krakovo Forest, and in the northeast
of the country. This jewel of the marshes is an endangered species due to its dependence on wet
habitats.

